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ABSTRACT 
A digital computer program is developed and explicitly 
given for the symbolic conversion of energy and power dis~ 
~--·--·~·-· ·• sipation statements. into differential equations. Snobol 
Four is the language used. The _program al so .organizes 
. . J . 
these equations into the .form requi ired by an elaborated 
Leans III program, so that only the final numerical simula-
' tion need be output. This is· accomplished by synthesizing 
a new notation based upon··unequivocal operational_ symbols. 
The result is ·a near-ultimate analysis for a cl_a·ss of 
lumped parameter dyn_amJc models formulated in t·e-,rms· of 
energy and power . 
. .•. 
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I.. INTRODUCTION 
,, 
~. •·. . 
The single most important factor affecting engineering 
analysis in recent years h.as been th-e advent of the high 
speed digital cbmputer. Previously most of the analyst 1 s 
time was devoted·to tedious manual solution ~f complicated 
differential equations. The computer has made the Solution 
of most of these problems a routine process. The fuodern 
engineering analyst c'an therefore devote more of his time 
to the more basic pro.b.lem of system modeli=ng .. 
Of the many appr-oaches ava_ilable for the ·modeling of 
.. real dynamic systems the energy method is probably the most 
powerful, ~nd thus the simplest for complex systems. The 
analytical approach commences with a statement of the stored 
energy and the dissipated power of the system. The expres~ 
., 
sion for energy storage comprises both kinetic and potential 
energy. Since the kinetic energy is a function of the 
velocities and positions only, the modeler need not concern 
himself with the analysis of ,more complicated accelerations. 
Potential energy is also a simple quantity u~ually dependent 
upon relative positions only. It is possible to ·define a 
statement representing.the energy dissipated·within a system 
resulting from resisting fortes whi~h are in turn propor-











. , . t , , R-ayl.eigh' s Di-ssipation Function .. · I·t represents half the .. , 
rate at which energy is lost to t:_h;:e:system by the action of 
these.forces. 
Wit+h the formulation -of these sp.ecial energy and ·power 
relations, plus the associated geometric and other con-
straints, the task of modeling is essentially ·completed. 
-I f the an a 1 y s i s has been · rest ·r i c t e d to ho 1 on om i c · sys t·e ms 
the energy formulations can be directly introduced into the 
equations of Lagrange, which are differential equations of 
motion. It has heretofore been necessary to apply the 
Lagrangian equations by hand. However, since this laborious 
process is also deterministic it could be performed by 
machine.· .Perhaps this a:bil ity. of modern day compute.rs has· 
, , 
.been overlooked because of the emphasis placed upon numeri-
cal computation rather than formula manipulation. The 
Snobol Four computer language is uniquely suited to this 
type .of mathematical operation. 
~---. ........ ot 
l • The basic element in the opera:t·.fon ·or Snobol Four is 
termed the 11 s~ring 11 • In the case. of f·ormula manipulation 
the string-consists :o-f a specific··.algebraic expression. 
, ' 
Snobol Four has the capability of performing many different 
operations upon the strings. Expressions can be combined 
, . 
·or separated by the program. Snobol instructions relating 
tE. T. Whittaker, A Treatise on the Anal tical D namics of. Particles and Rigid Bodies New York: Cambridge University Press, 1965), p. 230. 
3 
.. 
to pattern matching pres·cri.be an operation whose obje·c~tive 
is the comparison, deletion and/or substitution of equiva-
.. 
lent substrings. Through this discriminating process of 
I proper pattern construction all necessary prerequisites._ 
for-the faultless performance of the common operations of 
-
r,~ d i ff e re n t i a t i o n , s i mp l i f i c a t· i o n a n d fa c to r i n g a re s a t i s f i e d . 
-
The Snobol Four program which is the subject of this 
paper- has the capability to read energy statements and per-
form the opera-ti ons_ nec_essary to convert them into differ-
ential equations. The equations are then .factored and 
simplified into the proper form for numerical simulation. 
The Snobol Four program and actual numerical values are 
obtained for the various velocities and positions of the 
system. 
.I 
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fl. DESCRIPTION-OF THE PROGRAM ./:. 
·The S n o b o 1 F o u r pro gram ca n be d i v i de d i n to f o u r ma j or 
parts. The first portion is a list of appio~i~ately one 
hundred definitions. These patterns are used_: throughout 
the program and form the b~ses for the sy~bol··fc manipula~ 
tions.· The next part of the program consists· o_f a series 
. ,. . 
. of subroutines or programmer-defined functi-ons. Any oper.-a:--
tion which is repeated a Dumber of times is inserted in 
such a function to reduce the overall length of the program_j 
These subroutines perform the actual differentiation, 
simplification and factoring of the subject strings. The 
.·, 
final two major portions of the program are the input and 
output · fun ct i on s . The i n put fun c ti on tests. the . i· n put data 
a n d r o u t e s i t to t h e p r o p e r p 1 a c e s i n t h e :p r o g r a m . T h e 
final output portion actually writes a Leans IIIt program. 
(Leans III is the digital simulation program used at the 
Lehigh Un·iv·ers·ity Computing Center.) 
The energy expressions are converted into dynamic equa-
• tions by either of the two subroutines termed Lagrange and 
Dissipation by the author. These two functions serve as 
i,. 
the ma s t e r co n tr o l f o r t h e S n o b o 1 F o u r pro gram· • They c a l l 
the necessar·y. algebraic manipulations in proper·sequence. 








..... ______ J 
In the case of a co·nservative system with no external, 
forcing functions,· a Kinetic Potentialt or the Lagrangian 
function L can be defined. The Lagrangian is 
* --L- = T - ·V 
* .where T represents the complementary kinetic energy.of the 
.... ,· 
system, which equals the kinetic energy for linear systems 
including classical dynamics, and Vis the- potential ene~gy . 
The use of the proper signal cards ·1s necessary to cause 
the Kinetic Potential to be sent to subroutine Lagrange . 
.. Within Lagrange the dynamic equations are formed by the 
classic relation 
where r goes from one to the order of the_ system. The 
kinetic ener.g.:y can be wri,tten as 
1 n n tt r = - l l a q q 2 k=l i=l' kt k 5l 
T h e c o e f f i c i e n t s a k t a re k n own f u n c t i o n s· o f t h e c o o rd i n a t e s 
• • • q1 ,q 2 , ... ,qn and the velocities q1 ,q 2, ... ,qn. Each state 
var i ab l e or coo rd i n a t e of the system must have a mass .a s so -
ciated with it for proper operation of the program. The 
' 
TE. T. Whittaker,.A Treatise on the Anal tical D namics of Particles and Rigid Bodies New York: Cambridge University Press, 1965), p. 38. 








·potentia-1 energy V als·o. ¢:a,n· ::b::e a function of q1,q 2, .•• ,qn 
~• . . 
and ql ,q2' ... ,qn: 
The alternate energy formu·1 a ti on m1r.s:t be us.ed if the. 
sys:·t:etn contains dissipative elements ·or external .. ·forces. . 
. 
,Separate· kinetic energy, potential energy and dissipation 
functions are inputted rather than a single Kinetic-· 
' 
..... ·Potential. The dissip·ation functio:n .F is of the for.m 
• • • where bk t c a·n b_:e.: a f u n c ti on of q 1 , q 2 , ... , q n and q 1 , q 2 , ... , q n . 
The external for--c ... e·s are called Qr. The dynamic equations 
of th e sys t em a r·e. _g;.e n e r a t e d by the e q u a t i o n : 
• 
= ·Q r. 
The initial operation performed by the program is the 
conversion of the energy expressions into the proper form 
for differentiation. This operation takes place within the 
Snobol Four subroutine called Prep. Arithmetic operators 
can be grouped into two basic categories. Binary operators 
such as+, -, x, and : act upon two arguments ·a·nd usually 
a pp ea r .be tween them i n s ta n d a rd n o ta t i o n . Un a r y o per a tors · 
such as-,·+, sine,· cosine, etc., have a single argument 
and norma.l ly appear to the left. The first action of Prep 
·. tib1·d., 230 P.. . • 
,. 
. .- ,: 7 
) 







is to call the subroutine Pol. ·,Pol is a special function 
borrowed from the ·snobol 4 Programming Language by Gri swo.l d, 
Poage, and Polonskyt. Pol ~ec~sts the energy relations 
into the Polish Pre.fix form. In this type of nota.tion 
binary operators appear to the left of their arguments. 




are written in prefix nota·t.f:on. :a:s 
+(-SIN(X),Y). 
* ( * (A,* ( B, C) ) , $ (:C, 2 J) 
. *(+{X,+(Y,Z))?+(X,Y)) 
where* repre_sents multiplication and$ represents exponen-
tiation. After the relations have been changed to the pre-
fix form, they are immediately converted back to the stand-
ard notation by INFIX.tt The, e'quations are now in the form 
(-SIN(X)+Y) 
((A*(B*C))*(C$2)) 
('(X+(Y+Z) )*( X+Y)) 
In this form all- binary operations are grouped in pairs of 
· two and are surrounded by parentheses. All unnecessary 




R • E.. Gr i s w o.1 d , J • F • P o a g e , a n d T • P • P o l o n s ~kY , T h e Snobo,l, 4 Programming Language (New Jersey: Prentice-Ha-11, Inc.), p. 102. 
ttibid., p. 102. 
-- - ----
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t:.he input expression it can ·be pl-aced into the proper form 
. 
by these two subroutines. This basic formulation is the 
only one which the diffetentiation and simplification sub-
routines can recognize . 
. · ' 
Mu~ difficulty wa:s encountered in a trial implementa-
tion of the division operati-on. The increase in complexity 
of the · program w h i ch wc{u l d occur w i th the i n cl us.; on of th i s 
.. 
operation was not deemed worthwhile, and it is not included.· 
The restrictions imposed by this omission are not as serious 
as they may seem. Almost-all ordinary mechanical iystems 
·possess energy formulations which are simple polynomials 
i n v o l v i n g n o d i v i s i o n • l, n a d d i t i o n , a l l re a l n um b e r s c a n: · 
be expres~ed as decimals. rather tha·n fractions. The single 
obvious exception to this fact are systems which involve 
force fields. 
The various derivatives are executed after the energy 
statements have been placed into the proper form. Subrou-
tine Dervt performs the operation of partial differentiatio~ 
Derv uses a special table of standard differentiation rules 
as its basis. The table includes the rules f-or the deriva.-
tives of sums, differences, products, powers, and the trigo-
nometric functions sine and cosine • 
.. 
'tR. E. Griswold, 11 String and List Processing 11 , Class notes 
-from a course offered at the University of Arizona, Tucson, 






















., .... ~.., 
1 o·t a l ti me . de r i v a t i v e s a-re ta k e n b·y the f u n c t i on 
ca. l led· Ti med er . The opera ti on of Ti med er i s much the s a m_e, 
:·as Derv. One ,difference between these two functions i-s 
that all the variables in the subject string are placed 
fnto a specific form by the function Dervadd prior to dif-
0 fere·ntiation by Timeder. The form for the derivitives is 
. ·DiNQMDTN · 
. 
. 
where N is the order of the derivitive and Mis the identi-
fier of the coordina·te. For example: q1 becom·es DOQIDTO; 
• q 1 b e c o me s D l Q 1 D T l ; a n d s o o n ~ W h e n t h e v a r i a b l e s ·a r e 1 
written in ·this form it is very simple to write the time 
derivitive ~f d0 q1/dt
0 as dn+lq 1/dtn+l. 
"•':": .. 
The dynamic equations must now be placed into the 
proper form for Leans III simulation. The major step in 
programming Leans is to define the detivatives of the sys-
t e:m :. Der i Vat i Ve S W hi Ch depend On l y Up On the COO rd i n ate S Of 
C the system and not upon other derivatives can be programmed· 
in any order. Derivatives which are functions of other 
derivatives must be calculated last. In the·system 
, . 
• ( q4) ql - fl ql -
' 
• (q2 • ) q2 - f2 q3 -
' 
• (ql ) q3 - f3 -·· 
• 
q4 - f4{q2) - > . 
-
. ' . . . 







- . ' 
<· I 
i-ntlusion of a special sorting program for the derivatives 
is unnecessary if the equations are placed in phase variable 
form: · 





fl (q l ' · · · 'q n 't_) 
f2{q1,· • .,qn,t) 
• 
-q·ri- .:: f,_n:(q·,,: •.• ,qn,t) 
·s··1 .. n·ce the kinetic energy,· potential energy, an.d dissipation 
function depend only upon the coordinates q1 ,q 2 , ... ,qn and 
·!>.·. 
• • • the i r first de riv at.~ v es q 1 , q 2 , ... , q n , the sec o'r1 d de r i vat i v es 
ij 1 ,ij 2 , ... ,ijn can ·only a·ppear to the first power in any 
dynamic equation. . Therefore the raw.differential equa·t ions 




. . . . ql = f 1 ( q 1 ' q 2 ' · .. ' q n ' q 1 ' q 2 ' .. • ' q n ' t ) 
'••· . . . . . 





• • • • 
,qn = fn(q1,q2,···,qn,ql,q2, .•• ,qn,t) 
,. 
It.is therefore necessary to define a new variable which 
replaces any velocities which appear in the expressions • 
• Any velocity ~uch ~s q1 is replaced by the new coordinate 
qN 1 • Therefore the second derivative of the state variable 






















-· i s added to the sys t em . :·:rh e· ·d•y 1n·a·m i_ c-: e qua ti on s of -·t·.h:e.; ·s, .. y:-s tein 




q N l = fl ( q l , q 2' ' • • ' q n ' q N l ' q N 2 ; ' • • ' q N n ' t ) 
• 




















which is completely compatible with Leans III simulation. 
The subroutine called Simplify performs the actual 
·simplification and factoring of the raw dynamic equations. 
This subroutine multiplies out all exponentiations and par-
enthetical expressions··~, ... Once the equations are in a simple 
form-they can be factored very easily. It is simply neces-
sary for the program to decide whether a given term be·longs 
__ .. __ ,. 
o n the r i g h t o r l e ft ha n d s i de o f t-h e .e q u a t i o n . I f th e · 
~term contains the second derivative ijr it is placed on the 
left. If it does not contain the second derivative its 
l 2 









s·lg.11. ·;_s_ changed and· i,t· is· ,:p:l.ac·:·ed: ·on· the rig·ht. The final 
-~ 
ope.ration in factoring is· to ·divi:de the right side by the . 
.... -- .. . 
coeffici 1ent, of the second ord_er d.erivati·ve on· the left. 
The action of conve·rting the sy·s.t·em to proper phase variable 
form becomes purely determini·.s·tfc,. I·t should be noted that 
it is po.ssible. to do this only b.ec-a·use the class of system.s 
.Which can be analyzed is restricted. These restrictions 
could. :be removed with programs of higher complexity._ It 
shbuld be possible to write a prQiram to factor second and 
third degree equations. 
The actu-al Leans III pro·.:g·:r·.am: ls written by the final 
p o r t i o n o f t h e S n o b o 1 p r o g r a m· . T h' e s i m p l e F o r t r a n s t a t e -
ments are written in .a.· ver:y straightforward mann~r. It was 
necessary to write a special subroutine called Carding to 
measure the length of the Fortran statements. If the state-
ments ~re longer than seventy-two characters they are trun-
cated and continued on the next line. 
The Sn o bo l pr,.o gram creates and uses three s e para te 
computer files. The input data is read from the file called 
Enin. The Leans III subroutines are·written on the Subr 
J 















JII. USING THE PROGRAM 
The primary step in the preparation of tha·input deck 
• is the proper categorization of the s.yst·e·m .. If the system 
contains external or ·no·nconservative fo.rc.Ets ·i:·t. is cal led a 
:•~ D i s s i pa t i v e Sys t em 11 • · T h e · sys t em i s ca l l e d a " C o n s e r v a t i v e 
'$· System" if all thef energies· .ar~: ,conservative and there are 
no external force inputs. " .... ,· .:. ·. 
The statement of system type is followed directly by 
th,e li·s·t of the s-ystem energy express·ions. These state-
ments may contain any number of a.rb·itrary blanks an.d extend 
over multiple cards., Any p·roper :algebraic expressi.on ex-
cluding division is: accep·table as an energ:y -statement as 
· long as it contains· only the specific variable or constant 
names that will be subsequently denoted .. Standard Fortran 
notation must be -used fo~ the energy expressions. 
A variable or constant name consists of a letter fol-
-
lowed. by an identifier. The identifier can be 0, 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9. The trailing digit may be dropped in 
the case where only a single letter name is desired. The 
letter used for the state variable of the system is the 
standard Q. The letters used for the system-~onstants can 
be L, M,. G, R, Kor C. When time is used explicitly· in the 
energy statement it is denote~ by T. 
A special notation is used for representing the system 
14 
~- ··--··------··------------···--~- ---· - ----·------~--------- ···-- .---,-___ . 
'· 
•. 
" . . 
-------- --··- ---·.- . 





·,·. ~·. ve·1.o·c:it·1:es:. r:h·e derivati"ve',of ·a· s:t.ate var-iable QI is· 
written_.:o·Q1:0·1 where I i:s ·th-e· ,d~en:t:ifier. 
The trigonometric futi:ct·:·i::c)-ns sine and cosine can be· 
used in the energy~e_xpre<S-.s·i"on. No other special functions 
are available and their :sp,ecific use in· these expressions 
fs:·prohibited. There -is more flexibility ·;n the use of 
~pecial functions in tha force inputs. 
Each energy exp-ression must be followed by the proper 
end statement. Th·i.s .statement tells the program when to 
• . p begin reading the -n_e-x:t· :d:ata st.ri:n-g_. -Ot1Ty a single end card 
is ·necessary in t·he case- o'f a conservat·-ive system. Three 
separate terminators are necessary for the dissipative sys~ 
tern. These ·end cards .must be printed exactly and left 
positioned in co1Qmn one or they will not be properly 
recognized. 
The external forces di.r·e::c.·tly follow the energy state-
ments in the dissipative system. The form for an external 
force is 
·, 
F ( Q I ) = ( 11 s o me f o r c. i n g 
1 
f u n c t i o n 11 ) 
where QI is the coordinate at which the force acts. A force 
must be listed for every state variable of the system. 
user must explicitly state that a force is zero if none 
exists at a certai~ mass coordinate. Each force must be 
T-he 




anywhere on the card a·nd contain .a·ny, number of blank·s. 
There is no restriction upon the Ord~·r of the force inputs. 
-· 
A variety of co-ntinuous and piecewise continuous func-
tions are available: to be ·used in the forcing functions .. · 
The Fortran functtons of SIN, COS, SQRT, EXP, ALOG, ATAN, 
and ATANH can be use_d-. The two s:pecia·l computer functions_;_ .. 
• SIGN and AINT have a-lS,:.b' b.e:.en :·m-a·de a',vailable. • ~...,;_,; . 'J •• :.;. .•• 
The followin~g ·f,o'l'~c--ing function's show some .o·f the many 
::examples which can be written. Through the u:se of the 
:special Fortran ~ubroutines it is :p.o.·s-sible to express sev-
eral piecewise continuous functions as a single statement. 
\ 
EXAMPLE l - Z.ER-0 FORCE 
If a forcing function is absent at a specific 
·c.-oordinate the force mus-t: be written in the form: 
,. ., 
F(QI} = 0.0 
where QI 1·s the specific coordinate. 
EXAMPLE 2 - STEP INPUT 
The ordinary step ibPut is written: 
F(Ql) = A 
· where A is the amplitude of the step. 
EXAMPLE 3 - SQUARE· WAVE 
The square wave of Figure.l is written: 
16 
-·-·· ,··----.··--·------ .--~----------' 








. F ( ·Q I ) ._. ==· A* S I G N ( l • 0 , ( ·3 ._. 14 / _P ) *-:T ):: 
EXAMPLE 4 - SAWTOOTH 
The wave for.m of Figure 2 '.i,s ·written: 
•. ~·: F{QI) _= (-A/·P)*T-A*AINT(·T/·p:)" 
EXAMPLE 5 - :COULOMB DAMPING 
The magnitude of this type of resisting force is 
always a constant. Its direction is opposite to the 
direction of motion. This forcing function is written: 
F(QI) = -A*SIGN(l .O,DQIDT) 
where DQIDT is the velocity of coordinate Qi. The 
-· 
user must add the end of force card to terminate thi-~ 
section of the input. 
The next step in the input procedure is _t.he definition 
of each of the constant values which appear in the energy 
statements. If the user desires to obtain the dynimic equa-
tions of the system in their most general symbolic form he 
can use constan.t names for a 11 of the parameters1,; of the 
model. The program will be somewhat more efficient if the 
numerical coefficients· are calculated ·beforehand. The con-




· c o n s t a n t 11 = 11 v a l u e 11 










. . . 
• 1l 
name and the equal si·gn. The ex:pr·essi·on- $.hould be left 
justified in column one of the·dat.a. c·a·rd·. A separate input .. 
c·ard must be used for ·each piece of data and the ·;nput 
string must be terminated by the proper "End of Constants" 
card. 
d.ec k. 
The initial condition,s :ar.e. next spec.ified in the ·;-nput 
The initial condition for each coordinate and veloc-
it·y of the system mu:s:t be stated. The user is ca_utioned 
against the use of an initial condi·tion which is identically 
z e r o . I n s om e c a :s e s t h i s w i l l p r o d ..u c e a s e r i o u s II mo d e 11 
error in _the numerical integration op:eration. This is due. 
to the calculation of relative erro·r. The problem can be 
avoided by simply defining the zero initial ~ondition as a 
very small number. A typical zero initial displacement 
would be written 
Q1 = l. OOE-05 
" The programmer must th.en decide which variables are of 
interest. He may request the output of up to six different 
velocities or displacements in addition to the independent 
· v a r i a b l e ( t i me ) . ·E a c h s e p a r a t e v a r i a b 1 e w h i c h i s o u t p u t t e d 
·must be printed on an individual data card left justified 
v 
in column one. The program simultaneously prints the val·ue 
~on pap~r and punches it onto c.omputer cards. 1 The punched 
.-· 
cards subsequently;can be used for further computational 





using these data prints in a. Standard plotter program. -The 
format for the punche·d output· is 
NE'l ·Q:. 2 
where N is the. riumber of variables to be pu~ch~d. Variables 
are printed or punched .in the order in which they are 
• I 
stacked in the d~ck. 
The subsequent d.ata c-ar·.d·s. :pr:ov·i'de the- remaining numeri-
-c .. a .l i n f o rm a t i o n a n d s ·p ~ G: i f i c.· a t t o n· s. .f o r t he Le a n s I I I s o l u -
··ti.on of the problem-. The us:e·r first specifies the title 
for his output. He_ simply ty·pes the hea:di·ng onto a data 
• 
card in any desired form. The next th:r.e·e. car.ds contain the 
initia.l_, final and incremental valu·e:s- f:o:r· t:irn·e. The user 
next limits the maximum ratio of print interv·al to integra~ 
tion interval by printing the appropriate integer in colDmn ~ 
o n e o f t h e f o l l o w i n g c a rd . T h e .n e x t s t a ·t em e n t s p e c i f i ·e s 
the type of integration algorithm to be used. The user 
selects the number of the algorlt.hm f-ro-.rn t:h-.. e following list 
and types it in .c-o.:lumn one of the d:a·t:a .c:,a.r·,d_. 
l ·- :R-UN GE KUTTA EUL E·R 
2 .... RUNGE KUTTA NI ·ESS-E 
< 
:3 
- RUNGE KUTTA MERSON .,. ·~· i 
4 
- RUNGE KUTTA TANAKA-4 
.. 5 
- RUNGE KUTTA TANAKA-5 
.ill: ' 
6 - RUNGE KUTTA CHAI ·l 
7 - RUNGE KUTTA ENGLAND i 
·' / 





~--------------------....-__ ..... _____________________ __ 
··.': 
s"ys·tem under analysis is dls-.c.uss:e·d i'n the LEANS III MANUAL. 
Next, the appropriate con·trol- f:o·t .e·rror print-out is 
denoted. This capability i~ .important only in cases where -
difficulties are encountered with the numerical solution of 
the problem. The control is defined by the ·selection of a 
numbered command from the fol)owing list. 
0 - NO ERROR PRINTOUT 
l - NUMBER OF DEPENDENT VARIABLES AT EACH 
SOLUTION POINT 
,2 -~ S U B S C R I PT S O F D E P E N D E N T V A R I A B L E S AT EA CJl 
. . ,' .. ' ·•. ' 
-· 
SOLUTION POINT • ~· \II 
3 - NUMBER. OF DEPENDENT VARIABLES AT END Q:F· J{_UN: 
4 - SUBSCRIPTS OF DEPENDENT VARIABLES AT END 
OF -RUN 
Relative or absolute error is requested 5y typing REL or 
ABS in column one of the next card. The last specification 
i s t h e m a g n i t u d e o f ma ·x i m u m a l l o w a b l e e r r o r· . 
The"Leans III manual ·can provide further help with the 
selection of the proper parameters for numerical integra~ 
I tion. Examples have been included to assist the novice in 
setting up his input deck. It becomes a simpl·e process to 
i~put many different systems-once the ini-tial deck is typed~ 
The user must take great care to- type the cards properly. 
There are as_ y_et no fail-safe measures incorporated ·in the 






IV. SAMPLE PROBLEMS 
l. Mass spring system iith viscous dampfrig and coulomb 
friction. .\ 
• Th~ problem is to determine ·the values for q q q 
1 ' 2' · l 
• 
and q2 in_ the system of Figure· 3 for the first five 
seconds of motion.· 
The initial conditions are: 
I 
. q l ( 0 ) = -· l . 0 FT . 
q2 (0) = T.O FT . 
• q l ( 0 ) = 0 . 0. FT • /· s:E :c:.. 
q2(o} = 0 .•. 0 FT,/SE:C. 
The values ,of the constants ar·e! 
m]: - ·1: .• 0 LBM. -
·m·2· ·- ] . 0 LBM. -
k' - l . 0 LBF./FT. -l 
k2• = ·1,.0 La·F./FT. 
·c:1 '.;:: :.Q .• I LB:F'.:/.SE.C:: .• 
c 2 = o .1 :L·s F .. 1··s·,tc·. 
•' 
;,, ' - . 
.·t]: 
The coulomb friction force i'.s e.:q:u.a.-l ·, tt~ .·:Ol "L:'BF· .• fo.r 
each of the masses. 
' . 
- ' 




- -.- -·---···--.-- .-~---------.---
. ! ·~ 
.... ,..:_. 
~ 
. .:.-.,. ;,_ 
•. 
. ~ .• .. ~ . 
.. , \ 
f --
lbe kinetic energy is: 
·.r;-". 
·r:he potential energy is-: 
l k · 2 + l k. ( .. . . . ·. ') ·2. 2 l · q l 2 · 2 .. q,2: -~ q l~': . 
T. h e d ......... ,. s s 1· · p• -·a· ... ·t ,· .• o. ·. ·-n-. ·.·. -~u·:, ·n· · c: ·- ·t· ·,··-. o·, n·· :,··· ··s· : • :,1.·· ··., .·.:. '. . .... _: . .. . .··. ... 
The input cards for this system are written in- the 
following form. 
~· 
CARD NO. CONTENT·S: 
. -· - ~ ~ 
l DISSIPATIVE SYSTEM 
·2: . 5*Ml *DQl DT**2+. 5*M2*DQ2DT.**·2 
3 END OF KINETIC ENERGY 
4 .5*Kl*Ql**2+.5*K2*(Q2-Ql)**2 
5 END OF POTENTIAL ENERGY 
6: . 5*Cl *DQl DT**2+. 5*C2* ( DQ2DT-DQ1 DT) **2. 
·7: ·' END OF DISSIPATION FUNCTION . 
$ F(Ql)=-.Ol*SIGN(l.O,DQlDT) 
9., F ( Q 2 ) = - • 0 l * S I G N ( l • 0 , D Q 2 D T) 
1 o.·.' 






Ml= l . 0 
'I 
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2.2; 
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D Q l DT 
Q2 
27 .. DQ2DT 
2·s·· . ·, END OF PRINT 
. 
TWO D.O.F. SYSTEM WITH DAMPING AND . -:2.9: . ... · .,..,.. 














_3:7: .• 0001 
-. 
The output from the prog:ram was pl ot.t:.e:·d·, :b··y· t-:h.e .c-ornpute.r 
a n· d a p p e a r s i n F i. :9 Ul'\e· :4, a n d F i g· u r e 5 .: 
Simple pendulum with viscous damping and a spring. 
\. 
'~-~ 
• The problem is to obtain the values for q1 and q1 for 
the s y .s t em i n F i g u re 6 d_ u r i,- n g the i n i t i a 1 f o u r s e c o n d s 
.. 
' 
' of oscillation. 
T h e i n i t i a l t- o-·n d i t .i o. n s ·a-re : 
I . 
-- -.-·--:·--- -----·-:-r--- .... -..-.,,~~--,. -
-·-.--- .. -
----·----·--·--------~~-------·-··------ - - ------ - : - "' _;-_. ' _-;_· _::..,-::~-~-~:.,.-~_::4):·_\·_~·,.. ' 
~.: 
qr(O} = l. 57 RAD. 
ql {O) = 0. 0 RAD./SEC, 
m1 = l •. 0'. .L.B.M, •. 
k l ~--: l .. 0: L B F • / FT •. 
c l =· • 2 3 L B F • / S E C .• 
·= ·,-. 0 . FT. 
g .. . . 2 = 3· 2 • 4- FT • I S- E C; -. · ..
1 . . • 2 2 ml ( fl q l ) 
T·h_e .p:ote-ri t-i.-al. ·en.e·.r'g·y is: 
·1·. 
.. 
1 - £ 2 .. 
2 k1 {i sin{q 1 )) - 111 1 g i co,s(q 1J 
·r he d i s s i p. at·; :_on f u n c ti on· . ;· s· ·: 
I 
,. 






D :r-s s I PAT rv·E s y s·r·EM · .. 
2 .5~Ml*(L*DQ1DT)**2 
3· END O·F KINETIC ENER.GY 
~-
·4 \ . · • 5 * K l * ( . 5 * L * S I N ( Q 1 ) ) ~ 2- M l * G * L * C OS ( Q 1 J 






































END OF DISSIPATION FUNCTION 
F(Ql)=O.O 
END OF FORCES 
Ml= l . 0 
Kl= l . 0 
Cl=.23 
L= l. 0 
G=32.4 
END OF CONSTANTS 
' . ' 
Ql=l .57 
DQlDT=-.0001 
END OF INITIAL CONDITIONS 
T 
Ql. 
.DQl D·r ~ . 
·END OF PR I NT 
PENDULUM WITH DAMPING AND A SPRING 
0.0 
4.0 






. . . . 
. 0:001 
The ou-tput from---·the····program ·was plot·ted-and· appears in····, 
Figure 7 and Figure 8. 
. , . . 
·:----!.-. 
.. ,-'· 
' • .. 


























V~ RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
\ 
l. The Snobol Four program developed in this thesis con-
tains no facilities for error diagnosis. Improperly 
• typed data cards usually will result ih costly errors. 
The inclusion of diagnostic capabilities would bee~~ 
tremely useful .. Some of the simple tests which could 
-······· be programmed into the system are the fol·lowing: 
(1) Balanced_ parenthesis in the energy and fo.rG.e. 
statements 
-{:_4:) Properly typed end card.s 
{ 3 ')i Ex i s ten c.. e o f a l l n e c:e ·s· s a r y s· i m.u 1 a ti o n d at a· 
{·4) The presence of a'll initial data and constant 
values. 
2. The capability of performing multiple runs would allow 
t h e u s e r t o c a r r y o u t. p a r a m e t r i c . s t u d i e s • 
:3. Instances may occur when the El0.2 format for output is 
4. 
i. not appropriate. The user should be able to define his 
own output formats.· 
The usefulness of the program could be increased by 
including. the capability_ to f_act.or tJijrd.and second 
• 
o r d e r e q u a t i o n s i n ·t h e s y s t em . 







tf some of the subroutines were streamlined. The Derv 
and Prep subroutines could be combined i~to one single 
function .. 
6. It would be convenient if the program could assume 
specific default values for unstated inputs. 
7. The p.rogram could be adapted to solve bond graph mode·l.s:. 
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FRICTION FORCt = .01 LBF. 
:F I G U R E 3.. MAS S· S P R I N G S Y ST EM W I TH V I SC O US 




























































0,000 'l. : • (IO.O.· ·2 .ooo: 
T I ME ( ·s EiC: J 
POSITION VSQ T~ME PLOT 
. 
FIGURE 4. PLOTTED OUTPUT FROM SAMPLE PROBLEM l 
5·,0[Jd 
















































1 .·ooo :2 ,~ooo :4· .-o.oo. i5 ..:0.00 
r·tME .( S'E{:l 
VELOCITY v·s .~· ·. TI ME·.•· PLOT 
FIGURE 5. PLOTTED OUTPUT FROM.SAMPLE PROBLEM 1 
-' 



























·. FIGURE 6. SIMPLE PENDULUM WITH VISCOUS OAMPING AND A SPRING 
• 
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-,ODO ,800 l ,600 
TIME ( SEC· J 
,·2 ,400 
F(JS1 TI ON V'S n TI ME PLOT 
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•••• FO~MAT CONTROL SU?PR~SSEO •••~ 
-LIST t·Lf F 
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DIGIT= ANY<DIGITS> · ··-
iNT~G~R = SPAN(OIGITS) 
RC:~t. = (INTEGER v NULL) t.t <INTEGER· v NULL) 
lJ c:. N T = Ll I G I T v N UL L 
'$ T 4 T V .'.\ r< = t Q t IO E NT 
P. W ,.. : :_ X ? = 1- < t B A L t > t 
CuNSTANT = ANY(tLMRGKCTt> !DENT 
OcRVA~ _= tDt I DENT STATVAR tDTt IOENT 
VARcX = Dc:.RVAR v STATVAR v CONSTANT 
VARAX = OlRVAR V STATVAR V CONSTANT V REAL 
FN :: . t~INt V tCOS t V tSQRTt V tLNt V tEXPt .., tTANi 
v ~:Nrt v tsIGNt v tALOGt. v tATANt v tTANHt 
F 11 - >" I = ( F N • F , t ( t BAL • A R G t ) t 
FM~XP2 = t(t FMEX~ tit 
FNEXP = FN • F t[ t BAL • ARG tlt 
PWRTRM = CFMc...XP v \/ARAX v PWREXP) • BALEXP t$t <DIGIT • INTt 
TERM= REAL v CONSTANT v STATVAR v DERVAR v FNEXP 
PMPA~ = CARBNO(BAL ANY«t~-tl) $ X FAIL v •oIFFERfX) 
... 
,- t. _. < • < :i I Z E ( X > - 1) ) ) G) X LEN < 1) • OP Rt: M o V 
MD?H T = CARSNO (BAL ANY (;t•/t) >. 'i> X FALL v •oIFFERCX) 
TAB ( • ( 3 I Z E < X > - 1) > > o X LEN ( 1) • OP REH • Y 
EXPAT = BAL • X t$t e OP REM • V 
ST·-IP = t(t BAL.o POL t)t RPQS(O) 
T~RM1 = SPAN(tCLMROQTASINO[JXEP012345&789.•-G$,K;~1/?~> 
TEKM2 = SPANCtCLMRDQTASIN0[1XEP012J~56789.G$,K;~t/?t) 
PM = ANY (t+-t) 
PM,'-.C:W = ANY< t't-bt) •. SGNEW 
TE~1 =PM. SGN1 BREAK<t•~ t) • ARG1 
TER2 =PM. SGN2 BREAK(t+- t) • ARG2 
SIG1 = tENO OF.LAGRANGIANi 
:-·U = BAL • U 
-6 '/ = BAL -- • V 
d • :- 0 P,,, = ANY C t + - • $ It> 
z~~oTERM = to.oi v ,,-,o.o>>i 
Z~RO = t(t ~AL t•t ZEROTERM t>~ v ~(t ZEROTERH ,•~ BAL #)i 
o a E = t < t ·Bu c i ~1 , i " t • 1 • o , t v i + o. o, .,. ., i - o , o > i, v 
, , , 1.o•i v t < 0 .O+t» BU #tt 
M •. i'i U S = i ( 0 • 0 - t B U 1. ) i 






-·-------.~----•--••--·••~•-,--. ·•• ------ ='·----~·•~••-·---'--·--··->·•••·-••• .. ~-,,~ "'..._.,...,...-c-•·-·--·•-~--•··-~--._._.•-~---•·->--~-r,, _________ .__ _______ -.----~-~~ ........... -.,,..,..,. .. _. "d...-.>-'"•<'-..,._r,,,,v, ,.-.......... ~ .• ..., •. ,-
\ .' 
lJt O RM = T A B L c < ) 
BINARY= POSCO> t(t BU dINOP. 0 OV t.)t RPOS(O) 
U N O P :: .\ i~ Y ( t + - t > v 'F N 
UNA~Y = PuS<O> t,t UNOP • 0 t(t BU t.))t RPOS(O) 
BFJ~M[t-t-tl = •<t<t Ot.RV<U,X> 0 0£RV(V,X> t)t) 
B.F ORM [ t - t 1 . = BF OR M C t + t l 
,:·r 
BFuRM[t•t] - •(t((t U t•t DERV(V,XI t.)+(t V t•t_DERV(i.J,X) t))i) 
BFORMft,.)tl-= •C;t((t V t.O•<t U tjt. V_ - 1 t))•t OERVCU,·X) t>,> UFORM(ttt] = •<t<t OERV{U,X) t)t) 
UFORH[t-t] = •(tC-Ct DERV<U,X) tt)t.) 
UFO~HCtSINtl = •(tC(COSft U t))•t OERV(U,X~ t)t) 
UF0r<M(tC0St1 = •<tC-<CSIN(t U t))"t OERVCU,X) tJ)t) --~~'~; 
IN PA T = L [ N ( 1 > • 0 P t ( t BU I. , i B V! t l t RPO S ( 0 ) 
FlRSfD~~V = tDt STATVAR • S1 tDTt 
D~~IVIfIVL = tOt INTtGER. N STATVAR • S tOTt INTEGER 
VARY1 = t Ct VARAX • V 
VA~Y2 =PH. SGN VARAX ·• V 
VARY3 = tQt IDt.NT • I 
DERVA~Y3 = tot IO~NT • K VARY3 tOTt IOENT 
Zt~LlD~~ = tDOt STATVAR. S tDTOt 
ONiDER = t01t STATVAR • S tOTlt 
P~EPP - POSCO>· t++t 
PRC:PM - POSCO> t+-t 
FUNCT = FN t[t BAL tlt 
VAR8L = OERVAR v STATVAR v CONSTANT v REAL v FUNCT 
HINTEr<M = ·'I- (-( I- VARBL • VX t)) t. 
HULTIP~Y1 = t(t T~RM2 e Tl t•t TERH2 • T2 t)t 
SGNPLACcl = t(t TE~M1 o TJ PMNEW TERM1 • T~ t)-
OISTPL~~E1 = ~(t TERM1 o T5 t•t TERH1 • T& ~>i 
VARY4 = t(-t VARAX. V 
VARY6 = 1.(-(t FNEXP. FH t)t 
\IARIAdL:: = BREAK( t.•t> • VARY7 t.•t 
LAGREl~: TABLcC> 
J f- u~ ' . ., = TABLE < > 
ti ,:· 0 ~ h 2 = T A 8 L E C > 
~FORM2Ct+tl = •Cttt TOER(U) 0 TOER<V> tit) 
dFO~H2[t-#l = BFORM2tt~tl 
8FORM2Ct•tl = •<t<<t U t•t TDER(V) t)+(t Vt•~ TOERCUl i>>t) 
BFORM2[t~tl = •(t((t V ·teO•<t U t$t V - 1 tJ>•t TOER(UI t)t, UFORM2[t+t] = •Ct(# TOER(Ul t)·t) 
UFOKM2[t-tJ = "'(t( ..... (t TDER(U) t) )tt 
VFO~M2[tS1Ntl = •<t((GOS(t U tJ)•t TOER(U) t)t) 
u F ORM 2 [ t C OS t 1 = • C t ( - « ( S I N « t U - t > > • t T O ER ( U I i ) .I ~ t 
Oc.RVITIVE2:: POSCO)' OERIVITIVE RPOS(O) 
NOPREP1 = POS<O> VARAX o VARV10. RPOS<O» 
NOPREP2 = POS(O) t-t VARAX o \/ARVii RPOS(O) 
NOPRi::P3 = POS{O) t+f. VARAX o VARV12 RPOS(O) 
NOPR~P4 = POS<Ot PM e SGNSO BAL a VARV50 RPOS(O) 
TE RM3 = < PH· BREAK Ct+ - t » > e T·ERM 5 
ZEROT~RM2 = t~O.O~ v tOaO~t v (POS(~) PH io.oi RPOS(O)J 
., .. ,_, 
VkRIABL~2 = ;Qt (t2t v NULL) tQt INTEGER. INT2 tori ,,2, v NULL) SIG~= tENO OF PRINTt 
CONST1 = BREAK«t=t» • CONST ~=t REH• VALU SI~J = tENO OF CONSTANTSi 
. OtRVIC = tOQ# «SPAN(i012J45&789t) v NULL) • I0ENT2 ,ori 
SIG2 = tENO OF INITIAL CONOITIONSi. -












.S-IG10 - ·tOISSIPAT IVc. SY-;_) ·:EMt -
:SIG 11 - t~NO OF KI NET IC ~NERGYt -
SIGl,2 - tt.ND OF POTc:.NIIAL ENERGVt -
SIG13 - tEND OF DISSIPATION FuN:TIONt -
SJ.G14 - ttND OF FOt<C ES t -
FO.t<Ci - TABLE<> -
Fu RF ORM - tF(t BREAK(.t)tl FORPL t) =t. - • 
.,., FOKHATION OF THE DISSIPATION EQUATIONS 
, . 
REH • FORHS 
OISO uEFINE(tOISSIPATION(KINENG,POTENG,DISENGll,~0IS4#) 
+ I (CARO) 
OIS4 ~NGK= KINENG POTENG OISENG 
LIST= V~RCK<ENCK) 
LIST1 : LIST 
KINENG = PREP(KINENG) 
PO TENG = P~c.P ( POT ENG> ,,,,al,\\\ 
OISENG = PREP(OISENG> 
OIS2 LIST VARIABLE = · .. , IFCRETURN) 
VARY8 = tot VARY7 tO'Tt 
KI NE NG 2 = KINE NG 
Oi~V1 = DiRV(KINENG,VARY8) 
Ot.~V2 = TIMt:UER<DE~V1) 
DERV3 = llERV<KINc.NG2,VARY7, 
DERV4 = OcRVC0ISENG,VARY6) · 
O~RV5 = OE~V(POTENG,VARY7) 
LHS = t< (((t OERV2 t-, OERV3 #)tt OERV4 t)+~ OERV5 i>-i 
t FORCE[VARV71 i>t 
LHS = SIMPLIFY(LHS,VARY7) 
OCH.:S Lt-tS VARlABLt:2 1S(0CH1)FCOCH4t 
OCH1 VAKIA8LE3 = tQNt INT2 
LIST1 VARIABLE3 1S(OCH&IFCOCH5) 
OCHS LISTl = VARIABLEJ t•i LIST1 
LAGREQN[VARIABLEJl = tOQt INT2 #OT=QNt -INT2 
. 
OCH6 VARIA3L~4 = t02Q~ INTZ tDT2~ 
LHS VARIABLE4 = tOQNt INT2 tori 
VARIABLES= tDQt INT2 tOT~ 
OCH2 LHS VARIABLES= tQNt INT2 1Sl0CH2tFCOCH3> 
OCH4 LAGREQN{VARY7J ~ LHS l(OIS2) 
• 
• 









X = t 
a 
NCARO + 1 
t- NCARO X 
I (ARGO) 
ISCRETURN> 




PREPARATION OF THE ARGUHENTS OF SPECIAL FUNCTlONS 
ARGO DEFINE< I. ARGCH ( X) to tARGiif) 
ARG1 X =· REPLACE'(X,iC>••-i,t(J,.;ait 
X = Rt::P LACE I X , at, i , #? I > 
ARGCH = X 
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D t. FINE ( t PREP ( ~) t, t PREP 1 t > 
X NOPRt:P1 
X NOPRiP2 = tl-(t VARY11 t))t 
X NOPRtP3 = VARY12 , 
X NOPR~P4 = to.ot SGNSO VARYSO 
X = PW~CHG( X) 
AANCHOR = 1 
AFULLSCAN = 1 
X = POL(X) 
AFULLSCAN = 0 
X = lNF C X) 
AANCHO~ = 0 
X FHEXP = ~Ct F t[t PREPIARG) tl)t 
X t(+t = t(t 
X VA RY 4 = 1- ( (-<"I- V t) > "/. 
X VARY&:: t((-C&t FH t)))t 
X = REPLACE(X,t(lat,t(J(i» 
PREP = X 
CREATION OF THE EQUATIONS OF LAGRANGE 
DEFINECtLAGRANGE<X>t,tLA4t) 
X:: PREP(X) 
LIST = VARCK(Xl- ...... · 
LIST1 = LIST 
LIST VARIABLE = 
VARY8 = tot VARY7 tort 
EXP1 = X 
EXP2 :: X 
' D E RV 1 = DE R v· ( EX P 1 , VA R Y 7 > 
O~RV2 = OERV<EXP2,VARY8t 
OERV3 = TIMEO£R(OERV2> 
LHS = t(t DERVJ t-t OERV1 t>i 
LHS = SIMPLIFY<LHS,VARY71 
LHS VARIABLE2 
VARIABLt:.3 :: tQNt INT2 
LI ST1 VA RIA BLE3 
LIST!= VARIABLEJ t•t LIST1 
LAGREQN[VARIABLE3l = tDQt INT2 tOT=QNt INT2 
VARIABLE4: t02Qt INT2 tOT2t 
LHS V~~IABLE4 = tOQNt INT2 tDTt 
VARIABLES = tOQt INT 2 .tO Tt 
-LHS VARIABLES= tQNt INT2 
LAGREQNCVARY71 = LHS 
' 
• APPLICATION OF TIME O~RIVITIVES 
• 
TINED DEFINE(tTIMEOERCX)i,iTIHEliJ 
TIHE1· X = OERVADDCX> 


















X = OERVSUB ( .X) 
TI.MEDER = X 
... ICRETURNJ 
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X Zt.ROuC:R = S 
X ONEDER = ~Dt S tOTt 
DER\/SUa = X 
• TOTAL TIME DERI\/ITIVES 
TO~RO· DEFINE(tTOERlTO£R>U,V,N,Otl 
TDER .TOER BINARY: EVALCBFORM2[0l) 
TOER UNARY= tVAL<UFDRM2COl) 
TOER DcRVITIVE2 = tOt N + 1 s, tDTt N + 1 
TOE R - I DENT ( TD t.R , t T t ) t 1. 0 t 
TOER = tO.Ot ~ , 





















X FIRSTDERV = t01t S1 tOTlt 
X DERVARY3 = tOt K t,t I tOT~ K 
X VARY3 = tDO,t I tOTOt 
X = REPLACE(X,t,t,tQt> 
DERVAUO = X 
•- CONVERSION TO PROPER INFIX FORH 
• 
INFO OEFINE<tINF(INF>U,V,OPt) 
INF INF INPAT = t<i INF(U) OP INFCVJ i>t 
•• 
• 
• PARTIAL DERIVITIVE FUNCTION 
• 
OERVO DEFIN~<tOERV(OERV,X>U,V,N,Ot) 
OERV OE~V BINARY= EVAL(BFORM[Ol) 
DERV UNARY= EVAL(UFORH[Ol) 
OERV = IDENT(DERV,X) t1.0t 
DERV·= tO.Ot \ 



























X ZERO = to. oi 
X ONE = U 
X MINUS= if-i U i,t 
SIHP = X 
CHA~GE SYHBOl •• TO S 
41 
I (PWCO) · 
IS (SI H.1) 
IS l SI H2) 
IS ( SI H3 t 
I IRE,TURN) 
"· 
·t .. .. 
., .. 
PWCO u~FINL(tPW~CHG(X)t,tPWC1t) 
PWC.1 X t•~t = t.i>t 













FINO ANO LIST ALL STATE VARIABLES 
DEF1NECtVARCK{X)t,tST3t) 
LC K = X 
VARLISf = NULL 
LCK STATVAR • STV 
LC K STV -
VARLIST = STV -t•t VARLIST 




CHECKS ~ND ADOS PRECEDING+ OR - SIGN 
SGNO DtFINt(tSGNAOO(X)t,tSGN1t) 
SGN1 X : t+t X 
X PRf:.PP = t+t. 
X PREPM = t.-t 



















ELIMIN~TES UNECESSARY BLANKS 
OEFINE(t8LNKELM(X)t,t81t) 
X t t. :: 





• £XPAND ANY EXPRESSIONS RAISED TO POWERS 
.. 
RO · DEFINECtPWRELM(X)t,tPW5i> 
PWS X PWRTKM = tPWRPlAC£t 
PW1 PROO= BALEXP 
N = 1 
PW3 N = LT ( N, I NT) N + 1 
PW2 PROO= BALEXP t-•f. PROO 
PW~ X tPWRPLACEf. = PROO 




C,HANGE TO PREFIX NOTATION 
PO OEFINc(tPOL(POL)X,Y,OPtt 
POL. POL STRIP C 
• 
•• 
POL PMP AT = OP f. Ct. POL C X > t., t POL CY> f. > ,. .. 
POL MOPAT = OP t.(f. POL(X) t.,t POLCY) f.)t 







I ( SI OJ 
IS(POL) 
ISlRETURN> 
IS ( RETURN,. 
I (RETURN» 






X = PW REL H ( X ) 









































X_. ,' I l N r L. ~ f1 = I ( t) e O - t V X t ) . 'J 
:x t"J-/. = -t!O~O-t 
X ~- R t:: ~ L A L. t. ( X , 1- t - t , t. f" + 't ) 
X MULTIPLY1 = Tl t,t T2 
X S GNP L ..\ C t 1 = t S G N PL A C Et 
SGN~W tt- "f. 
T 4 = S G N A O D .( T 4 > 
T4 - R~PLACE<T4,t+-t,t-+t) 
NTc:.~Ml = t+t T3 t+t Tl+ 
·NT ~RM 1 t + + t = t + t 
NT~~Ml t+-t: t-t 
X ;tSGNP .. 1...ACEt: NTERH1 
X tCt 
X DISTPLA~E1 = tO.ISTPLACEt 
T5 = SGNAOO(T51 t t 
·rb = SGNADD<T6) t t 
NTER = NULL 
T5 TERl -
Tl = Tb 
t·7 TE~2 ~ 
I •• 
.···.-e.... 
NtE~ = NTER SGN1 SGN2 ARG1 t,i ARG2 
NT t:R t++I- = t+t 
NTi:R t+-t = t-t 
NTER t-+t = t-t 
NTt:.K 't--t - i+t 
X t01STPLACEt = NTER 
X = RiPLACE(X,t,t,t•t) 
LHSN = NULL 
t<HSN = NULL 
Y = t02t Y tOT2t 
X = X t t 
X TERM3 = 
Tt.Ri'-15 ZEROT ERM2 
T~RM5 Y = t.1.0t 
LHSN = LHSN TERMS 
RHSN: RHSN TERMS 
LHSN = IDENT(LHSN,NULL> ;.+o.o~ 
RHSN = IDENT(RHSN,NULL) t+o.ot 
RHSN = ~tPLACE(RHSN,t+-i,t-+t) 
X = Y /.=It RHSN 1-)/(t LHSN t)t 
X = REPLACE(X,t[l~;at,~()•+-tJ 
X = REPLACE<X,t!t,i,i> 
SIMPLIFY = X 
INPUT ~NERGY EXPRESSIONS 
INP L = NULL 
EN= INPUT 
EN= I0ENT(EN,SIG10) EN 
INP1 EN = INPUT 
L = DIFFER<EN,SIG1) LEN 
L = BLNKt:LM(L) 
LAGRANGIAN= L 
L = LAGRANGE(L) 
, lNPd KINENG = NULL 
INP5 EN= INPUT 
KINENG = 0IFFER<EN,SIG11) KINENG EN 
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IS C MU L) 




I ( S G N) 
IS(OIST)F(OUT) 
a S <DS4 > F (SGN) 
tS(0S1tF<OS6) 
IS(OSJ>F<DS2) 









I ( AR6) 
I ( AR6) 







... · .. 






K I i ~ c.: Nb - 8 L N KE L M < KINE NG l 
PGTl:.NG = NULL 
INPo EN= INPUT 
POTC:.NG :: 0IFFERtEN,SIG12> POT£NG EN 1S(INP6> 
POT~NG = BLNKELM(POTENG) 
DISENG = NULL 
INP7 EN= INPUT . 
. D l S i: NG = 0 l FF c. R ( E N , S I G 13 ) 0 IS E N.G EN I S ( I NP 7 ) 
OlSlNG = BLNKELM<DISENG) 
POR1 FORCE1 = INPUT . 
'·toRC£1 = 0IFFtR(F0RCE1,SIG1~t BLNKELH<FORCE1> 
+ IF(INP9) 
FOKCE1 FORFORM 
FORCE[FORPLl = PREP(FORHS) 




• SU Br< OUT I NE' '"l NI TA'l 
. --~ 
INP4 SUBLEN = t 
FLIST = NULL 
LIST2 = LIST1 
SUBROUTINE INITALt 
YLIST = REPu\,A~E<LIST2,t•t,t,t) t,t 





FELH1; tDt VARY7 tOTt 
FLIST = FLIST t,t FELH1 
















VALULIST = NULL 
CONLIST = NULL 
CONTEST= INPUT 
CONST2 = 0IFFERCCONTEST,SIG3) CONTEST 
CONST2 CONST1 
CONLIST = CONLIST ~,t CONST 
VALULIST = VALULIST t,t VALU 
CONLIST t,t = 
VALULIST t,t = 
1S(C0N1IF(C0N3) 
I (CON2) 
OATALIST = t DATA t. CONLIST t.lt VALULIST tit 
RtALIST = t REAL t CONLIST 




ICTEST -= INPUT 
IC= 0IFFERCICTEST,SIG2) ICTEST 
IC DERVIC = tQNt IDENT2 
SUBLEN = t· t IC 
SUBLEN = t RETURNt 
SU BLEN = t. ENOt. 
SUBROUTINE·OERV 




I CIC 2 I 
,,- It 














SUG - C~RDING(COMPARH> 
SU8 - CARUING(REALIST) 
L-I ST 3 ~ - -LI S T 1 -- - --- -





Nc.QN = NEQN + 1 ISCLAG1>F(LAG3J. 
SUB1 = t t LAGREQN[VARY7l 
SUB = CAt<0ING(SU81) -· 
SU 8 L EN = t Rt:. TU R N t $ 
I (LAG2) 
SUB.LEN = t E Not 
SU B-~OUT I Nt: PRINT 
SU·BLE..N = t· SUBROUTINE PRINT(NPA~E,NLINE>t 
S:UB = CARDI NG (COMMON) 
SUB= CA~DINGtCOMPARH) 
SUB= CAROINGCREALIST) 
PRINTNO ·=·· Q.. 
PRINTLIST = NULL 
PRlNTEST = INPUT 
P~INT1 = DIFFERCPRlNTEST,SIG4> PRINTEST 
PRINTNO = PRINTNO + 1 
PRINTLIST = PRINTLIST t,t PRINT! 
PRINT= t 300 PRINT 100t PRINTLIST 
IS1PRIN1)F(PRIN3I 
FO~MAT = t 100 FORMAT(10X,t PRINTNO t(5X,~10.2)ft 
PUNCH!= t PUNCH 600t PRINTLIST 
PUNFORH = t ·600 FORMAT(t PRINTNO tE10.2)t 
PRINTZ= t PRINT 200t 
-~·. 
' FORMAT2 = t 200 FORMAT(5X,• LAGRANGIAN OF THE SYSTEM •111sx.~ 
SIZE (LAGRANGIAN> tHt LAGRANGIAN f./// t t. 
suaLEN = t IF(NLINE.NE.o.-oR.NPAGE.NE.1)GO TO soot 
SUBLEN = PRINT2 
SUB= CAR0ING(F0RHAT2> 
SUBL~N = t 500 IF<NLINE.NE.O>GO TO JOO~ 
P~INTLIST = PRINTLIST t,t 
TITLELIST = NULL 
PRINTLIST PRINTITLE = 
TITLELIST1 = t t PRINTITLE1 
TITLELIST = TITLELIST TITLELIST1 
SUBLEN = t PRINT ~ooi 
SUBLEN = t NLINE=NLINE+2t 
1S(PRIN4tF(PRIN6I 
OUPLCf. t,8 - SIZECPRINTITLE11J 
I (PRINS) 












SUBLEN = t ENOf. 
LEANS DATA CARDS 
OATLEN = INPUT 
TO= INPUT 
TF = INPUT 
TP = INPUT 
,., .I. ... ;· 
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u:f\ T L l N = U u PL < t t , 10 - S I Z E ( TO ) ) TO OU PL ( t t , 1 0 • S I Z E (. T F t t T F 
OLJPL(t t,10 - ·sIZE(TPt»· TP 
------NMAX = INPlJ.T 
NTYPE = INPUT 
NPt-<INT = INPUT 
IR~fYP~ = INPUT 
ERROR= INPUT 
OATLEN = UUPL(t t,5 - SIZi(N~QN)) NEQN OUPLC# t,5 - SIZEINHAXJ) NHAX OUPL(t t,5 - SIZ£CNTYP£)) NTYPE OUPL(# t,5 • SIZECNPRINTIJ NPRINT t t IRRTYPE OUPLCi i,10 • SIZECERRORtt ERROR OATL[N = tENO OF LEANSi 
.... ,._~, ~- ;~~~: ,• 
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